Guide for Installing “Stop Slip Ladder Grips”
Recommended Procedures:
1. Ensure that the ladder rungs are clean and free of loose paint etc. Wipe the rungs with a suitable
solvent cleaner to remove any grease and similar dirt likely to prevent a suitable adhesion.
2. Remove the “Ladder Grips” from the pack and abrade the internal surface so as to provide a good key
for the adhesive. Using a clean rag, remove all dust residue etc.
3. Insert a cartridge of PU230 adhesive sealant into a cartridge gun and screw the nozzle on to the
cartridge.
4. Cut approximately 20mm from the end of the nozzle leaving a hole of about 6mm in diameter.
5. Apply a 6mm diameter bead of the PU230 adhesive down the middle of each internal surface of the
“Ladder Grip” profiles. Do not apply Adhesive to more than 5 “Ladder Grips” at a time.
6. Starting with the top ladder rung, place a “Ladder Grip” over it and while swiveling it back and forth,
apply a downward pressure until the adhesive oozes out at each end.
7. Ensure that the top surface of the “Ladder Grip” is horizontal and remove any excess adhesive from
the rung.
8. Ensure that the rest of the ladder rungs are still clean and repeat procedures 6 & 7
9. When completed do not allow the ladder to be used for a minimum of 24 hours.
10. Regardless of the cure time allowed, do not put the ladder back into service until all “Ladder Grip”
profiles have been checked and confirmed as secure.
Please ensure that the PU230 data sheet is studied before commencing the installation. Local
conditions and circumstances may require some amendments.
PLEASE ENSURE THAT EXTREME CAUTION IS TAKEN WHILST WORKING ON LADDERS AND
THAT THE APPROPRIATE PPE IS ALWAYS WORN.
If you have any queries or simply require some advice, please feel free to contact us.
Stop Slip Ltd
Cobalt House
Centre Court
Sir Thomas Longley Road
Rochester
Kent ME2 4BQ
Telephone: 0044 (0) 1634 731636
Fax: 0044 (0) 1634 731644
email: enquiries@stopslip.co.uk

